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Illustration used to depict a hungry and helpless Nigerian. Photo: HumAngle.



Zamfara’s
Humanitarian

 Tragedy

 In a tone of
helplessness

underlining their
agonies, one of the

displaced people who
spoke with HumAngle

cried out: "We just
want something to
eat, a place to stay,

and something to do
to take care of our

families.”
https://humanglemedia.com/displaced-by-bandits-5-the-
different-shades-of-zamfaras-humanitarian-tragedy/

Names Of Lekki Toll Gate Massacre Victims
We Have So Far

 
Contrary to official
claims that there were no
killings, HumAngle
identified names of at
least six victims of the
Lekki toll gate shooting
that took place last year.
There are also at least 19
others who sustained
various forms of injury,
mostly bullet-inflicted
wounds.

https://humanglemedia.com/names-of-lekki-toll-gate-massacre-victims-we-have-so-far/

What New Surrenders Tell Us About Boko
Haram’s Size, State Propaganda

Nigerian authorities
often referred to

members of Non-State
Armed Groups in the

Northeast as
‘remnants’, but recent
large-scale surrenders
suggest that they were
formidable in number

and had been 
 underestimated.

https://humanglemedia.com/what-new-surrenders-tell-us-about-
boko-harams-size-state-propaganda/

Candlelight procession held in Abuja, Nigeria, on Oct. 16, 2020,
in honour of #EndSARS protesters who lost their lives during

the demonstrations. Photo credit: Charles Photography



The Nigerian Doctor (8): ‘Being A Health
Worker Affects My Mental Health’

“What could be more important than
healthcare?" A female Nigerian

surgeon captures frustrations among
doctors amid collapsing healthcare

infrastructure and exodus of doctors
seeking offshore jobs in Europe and

Asia.

https://humanglemedia.com/the-nigerian-
doctor-8-being-a-health-worker-affects-

my-mental-health/

Gwoza Returnees Facing Increased Boko
Haram Hostility Amid Harvest

IDPs who resettled in
Gwoza, Northeast Nigeria,
years ago are in a helpless
situation. Terror attacks

prevent them from
making a living from their

farmlands, and they say
the military personnel

assigned to protect them
aren’t doing enough.

https://humanglemedia.com/gwoza-returnees-facing-
increased-boko-haram-hostility-amid-harvest-season/

Terrorists Become Deadlier In Sokoto
Despite Measures

Despite shutting down
telco services, markets
and bike movement as
measures to take the

war against the
terrorists, the enemy
is spitting more fire

and carnage in Sokoto.

https://humanglemedia.com/terrorists-become-deadlier-in-sokoto-despite-govts-stringent-
measures/



Waste Habits &
Climate Change Crisis

In Nigeria

 Photo: BioEnergy Consult.

Waste disposal habits in Nigeria are
creating harmful greenhouse gases.

Harmful greenhouse gases are
created from decomposing open

waste that rise up to the atmosphere
to trap heat, causing extreme

weather reactions.

https://humanglemedia.com/how-
improper-waste-management-
contributes-to-climate-change-crisis-in-
nigeria/

Borno’s Christian Displaced Children Get
New Opportunity at Education.

Gwoza Local Government Area, Borno
State witnessed massive displacement of
people. Life's only priority was survival.
Data showed that 2.8 million people in
Borno, Yobe and Adamawa states had
education need emergencies. Reverend
Zoka Emmanuel's Eternal Love Service
school has moved into IDPs for
Christians to meet the needs and put a
smile in the faces of children. https://humanglemedia.com/bornos-christian-idps-4-

how-hundreds-of-displaced-children-get-education-in-
shwari/

The Cost Of
Lagos’ Poor Air
Quality On Lives 

Air pollution in Nigeria’s commercial capital,
Lagos, is killing people. Recent GIS data
extracted by HumAngle shows the areas most
affected by the scourge.

https://humanglemedia.com/the-cost-of-lagos-poor-air-quality-on-lives-and-
properties/

No Hope For Benue
IDPs With Health
Challenges

The displaced in the Tse-
Yandev IDP camp in Benue,
North-central Nigeria battle
illnesses that remain
unattended. 

https://humanglemedia.com/tse-
yandev-no-hope-in-sight-for-benue-

idps-suffering-health-challenges/


